
SAP PowerConnect 
for Splunk

Get value from your data. Report on trends. Predict the future.
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Splunkify your SAP data

BNW Consulting is the creator of PowerConnect 
for Splunk, the only SAP-certified SAP to Splunk 
connector supporting NetWeaver versions 7.01 to 
7.52, including S/4 HANA. This solution runs inside 
SAP and extracts machine data, security events, 
and logs from SAP and ingests the information into 
Splunk in real time.

Benefits of SAP PowerConnect:

• Rapidly deploy the AddOn into your SAP 
environment and have SAP performance metrics 
available in Splunk in minutes

• Customisable and Extensible Framework means 
almost any metric from your SAP environment 
can be measured (including Z_ * FMs)

• Get all your Enterprise Operational Data in a 
single view in real time for incident response, as 
well as historic data for trending reports

As the sole Australian implementation partner for 
SAP PowerConnect for Splunk, JDS Australia 
can help you see what’s happening inside your 
SAP system, proactively report on trends, alert on 
incidents, and even enable you to predict what will 
happen in the future.

Transform traditional SAP 
performance reports...

...to dynamic and real-time SAP 
performance metrics in Splunk
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With extensive experience across multiple 
industries and sectors, JDS brings a holistic 
approach to data analytics solutions such as 
Splunk. We don’t just look at one segment of your 
environment—we learn how it relates to the rest of 
your business and what the effects are downstream 
or upstream. 

JDS is the trusted Australian SAP Services Partner 
in the implementation and configuration of the Micro 
Focus (formerly HPE Software) and SAP-Certified 
Quality Assurance Solutions (QAS). 

Our capabilities

Experienced SAP and Splunk partners
As a partner with SAP and Splunk, coupled with our 
domain expertise in testing and monitoring, JDS 
has years of experience in working with numerous 
SAP environments across a range of customers 
and industries.

Context for your data
JDS is uniquely positioned to provide business 
context by interpreting the wealth of SAP data. Our 
consultants work in multiple fields that relate to 
Quality Assurance, including performance testing, 
operations management, and service management. 
We take pride in our ability to ensure IT works—this 
is more than just installing a tool.

Report and visualise data
Gain fresh insights into performance metrics, 
availability metrics, events, and log data through 
comprehensive visual displays. Your teams 
can then correlate, understand, and respond to 
emerging issues and incidents quickly.

Why choose JDS? Non-functional testing experts
JDS is a performance and security testing specialist 
that can execute performance testing on your SAP 
system. With PowerConnect, we can simultaneously 
provide insight into the underlying SAP environment 
in relation to end-user load for a holistic view during 
testing, giving you the assurance and verification 
before major go-lives.

Consolidate, correlate, and analyse
PowerConnect for Splunk provides the opportunity 
to consolidate security, business process, and
performance metrics from all your SAP 
environments and applications. JDS can assist 
to analyse and correlate the information to better 
understand not only your environment but also your 
customers.

Proactive operations monitoring
JDS will assist you to leverage the SAP information 
in PowerConnect for Splunk across your design, 
development, and testing lifecycle, as well as in 
production. The ability to monitor, alert, and triage 
before your customers are impacted, and reduce 
Mean Time to Repair (MTTR), is crucial to customer 
satisfaction. 
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